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Big Gulp ban an easy target
and a positive move
A side of fries that took three potatoes to
make, burritos as girthy as your forearm, and
burgers so big you could dislocate your jaw.
The recipe for overeating really is quite
simple: All you need is a heap of cheap food
and gigantic portions mixed with relentless advertising campaigns and round-the-clock
availability. In America, we have all the ingredients to cook up a nation full of porksters.
In early June, New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg announced a ban on the sale of
sugary drinks in containers larger than 16 oz.
for New York restaurants, arenas and movie
theaters to combat the explosion
of obesity in America.
According to the Center for
Disease Control, 32 percent of
Americans are obese, with 42
percent expected to be obese by
2030.
When we first heard about
Bloomberg’s proposal, our
knee-jerk reaction was much
like the rest of the country; we
scoffed at the seeming futility of
such a fizz-brained, draconian
proposition. But after mulling it
over, we’ve changed our mind.
No,
we
don’t
think
Bloomberg’s policy will drastically change the obesity rate in
New York, but we think it will make an impact. We think the new restriction, if passed,
will send a positive message that could change
eating habits.
In an MSNBC interview, Bloomberg cites
the “bottomless” bowl of soup study performed by Brian Wansink, Ph.D., director of
the Food and Brand Lab at Cornell University
and author of Mindless Eating: Why We Eat
More.
“You tend to eat all the food in the container
in front of you,” Bloomberg said in the interview. “We are forcing you to understand you
are making a conscious decision to go from
one cup to another cup.”
In the study, Wansink created bowls that
could be filled by hidden tubes and compared
the eating habits of people with the normal
bowl and those with a bottomless bowl. People with the normal bowl ate 9 oz. of soup
while those with a bottomless bowl ate 15 oz,

but the bottomless bowl group reported that
they were no more full than the other group.
"Most of us have too much chaos going
on in our lives to consciously focus on every
bite we eat, and then ask ourselves if we're
full,” Wansink said. “The secret is to change
your environment so it works for you rather
than against you.”
For example, in a Center for Disease Control growth chart of fast food portion sizes
since the 1950s, the average soda has grown
nearly six times in volume. The average portion for a hamburger and fries has tripled, and
now Americans weigh, on average, 26 pounds more than our
1950s counterparts.
One of the main complaints
we’ve heard about Bloomberg’s
policy is that America is a free
country, and “I don’t want anyone telling me what I can do.”
But in this case New York residents aren’t being denied 64 oz.
of highly-sugared soda. If that’s
what they really want, they just
have to get another cup if they
are in a restaurant.
Like Wansink suggested,
Bloomberg is trying to change
the environment to increase
New Yorkers’ chances for success in their health and wellness goals. In our
mind, the only ones who might suffer from
this policy are the soft drink companies. But
soft drink companies are concerned with increasing consumption of their products, not
the health of the public.
Let’s not sugar coat it, we’re fat and we’re
getting fatter. Critics of Bloomberg’s proposition, including the New York Times editorial
board, say the mayor should focus his energies
on programs that educate people and encourage them to make better choices. But if education about overeating really worked,
shouldn’t the nation’s obesity rate have been
going down and not up over the past decade
when studies on obesity starting making front
page news on a monthly basis?
Like Bloomberg said, the policy is not perfect, but we think the nation’s meal portions
(and waistlines) are overdue for a downsizing.
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Agree or Disagree? Tell us your thoughts on this week’s editorial either with a
letter to the editor that will be published next week. Letters may be e-mailed to
news@pickensprogress.com. All letters must have a valid e-mail address, full name and a
telephone number for verification. We also still take them by regular mail at Pickens
Progress/ P.O. Box 67 / Jasper, GA 30143

The Essential Bad Attitude
By Alan Gibson

Scenes we’d like to see
Alex Trebek tries to get into
Heaven but fails because he doesn’t
phrase his entry plea in the form of a
question.
•••••
George Clooney hosts a fundraising dinner and nobody comes except
Russell Crowe and Sean Penn, both
drunk, and some paparazzi.
•••••
Justin Bieber hosts a fundraising
dinner for all George Clooney’s former guests, in effect passing the torch.
•••••
Automobile dealers who pump
up the volume on their TV commercials are forced to watch 10 hours of
audio-enhanced infomercials hosted
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by un-cool guys and gushy women:
“It makes juice? Really? Ooooh I just
can’t wait.”
•••••
Vanna White is transferred to
Bucharest to work the Rumanian
version of Wheel of Fortune. Pat
Sajak, asked to comment, at first demurs, then says, “Look, I know
there’ve been rumors but I didn’t
have anything to do with it, okay?”
Asked whether he might be induced
to turn the letters himself, Sajak
replies, “Absolutely. Whatever it
takes.”
•••••
In Toronto, leading Canadian
grammarians debate the pronuncia-
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tion question: Is it Cana-dah or Canaduh. Duh narrowly defeats dah.
Canadians breathe a sign of relief.
•••••
Congress passes a law stipulating
that there be no movies, books or TV
shows about vampires. The creative
community, citing freedom of expression, takes the case to the
Supreme Court where Justice Scalia
votes to uphold the law, pronouncing
it “a damn good idea.”
•••••
Football players at non-BCS
schools who throw Gatorade on their
coach are given squeegees and compelled to clean it up.
•••••
At a Nashville press conference,
songstress Loretta Lynn reveals that
she has never been to Butcher Holler
and is actually the daughter of a
Brussels diamond merchant.
•••••
The two presidential candidates
have a cup of coffee and decide that
the best interest of the country would
be served if they didn’t treat one another like rattlesnakes. “We could be
gentlemen,” says one, “and still disagree on the issues.” “Absolutely,”
says the other. “We’re supposed to
provide inspiration to the world.
How do we accomplish that by behaving like brutes?”
[For more of the same, visit
Alan’s blog, www.essentialba.com]
Correction:
Felons who have completed parole/probation can
have their right to vote restored. They must register at a
voters’ office. The Progress incorrectly reported that those
seeking to have their voting
rights restored must present
paperwork showing they had
completed their sentence.
They do not have to bring any
paperwork.
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This week’s quotable quote

He who knows nothing, doubts nothing.
-- Spanish Proverb

Other Voices From The Community

Curse of the Grand Dogs

By David R. Altman
One of the great joys of life is
having grandchildren. They give
you a chance to truly enjoy small
children - something many of us
missed along the way while we
were raising ours. No nightly
battles, no having to say 'no' and
not being saddled with attending
nightly baseball games, tennis
matches or swim meets.
But along with those good
times with the grandkids comes
another distraction. It's as if the
good Lord knows that grandparents can't be given a full free pass
when it comes to babysitting. In
fact, you knew in your heart that
it couldn't be as simple as just
watching the kids. With the
blessing of the grandkids also
comes a curse - and it comes in
the form of the "grand dogs".
We have two grand kids and
three grand dogs (seems like
there is something wrong with
that equation). The dogs, whom
we will call Lucy, Libby and
Hazel (since those are their real
names, forget about protecting
their identity). These dogs, like
their sibling humans, are always
excited to arrive at the house. It
is new territory for each of them- somewhere new to play, new
foods to eat, new floors to sniff
and, well, you get the picture.
All three grand dogs were rescue dogs, and, except for Libby,
the border collie, they are generally unidentifiable as a breed.
Lucy suffers from multiple
anxiety disorders, including separation anxiety. It's not the grandkids who cry when our daughter
drops them off - it's the dog!
Lucy, a small, constantly shedding yellow lab knockoff, is always wanting to jump-up on any
guest. She is incredibly needy
(almost like a canine Woody
Allen) - a dog with zero confidence. We always pray for good
weather when Lucy visits, as her
storm anxiety is extraordinary.
She heads for the darkest spot of
the house (a windowless downstairs bathroom) and curls up in
the corner, shivering and cowling
(much like I do after she leaves).
Even xanax won't help (don't ask
how we know).
Her 'instincts' of other animals
are incredibly sharp. If she's on
our cabin deck and senses a bear
or turkey on Sassafras Mountain
(even a mile away on Burnt
Mountain), her hair stands up
like a lion's mane. She is a dog
who is constantly on the move
and leaving her wiry white fur
scattered over every room she
enters. But she is wonderful
around her 'brother and sister'
(a.k.a. our grand children) and
they can jump on her like she's
My Friend Flicka and she won't
utter a sound.
She is joined in the mix by
Libby, the aforementioned border collie. Libby, who is exceptionally beautiful, is an
extraordinary sweet dog around
people. However, around other
dogs she becomes a cross between Cujo and Lizzie Borden.
Let's just say she has had several
biting episodes that make us all
worry that the next one might be
one of us (although she seems to
love most all two-legged creatures). Libby has soft, flowing
hair and sometimes snarls and
barks at the air - as though she is
practicing for her next canine encounter. She is so bad that she
has to be kept in an isolation cell
when she is being boarded.
At our house, her favorite activity is to watch the 'outside' cats
through a glass storm door. Like
all herders, she sits quietly, almost rigid, for up to 15 minutes
at a time before she can no

ple. When you approach her you
must sit down, cross-legged, and
hold out your hand. Our aging
grandparent joints creak at all the
bending. Hazel will surely have
my wife and I seeking knee replacements within two years.
She is also a sweet dog, the rescued product of a hoarder household, where there were many
other animals that clearly contributed to her psychoses. The
only time Hazel is not afraid is
when you pick her up at night
and put her at the foot of the bed-she is content to lie there on her
zebra-patterned blanket, giving
Libby’s favorite activity is her anxiety-ridden soul a rest for
evening.
to watch the 'outside' cats be- theAs
cousins, they don't do parfore plunging like Hannibal ticularly well. Little Hazel seems
Lector at the glass door.
to get along well with both Lucy
longer help herself, suddenly and Libby, but getting the two
lunging like Hannibal Lector at larger dogs together is an unthe glass door and then harm- pleasant (and unsafe) experilessly bouncing off. The cats ence. Three Thanksgivings ago,
love this, staying just far enough Libby bit a hole in Lucy's ear
back from the door to haunt poor while fighting over a dog bone.
Yes, all dogs (like all dog
Libby.
The third grand dog, who be- owners) have their idiosynlongs to our youngest daughter, crasies. But these grand dogs are
is the smallest and perhaps in another class (Caesar Milan,
where are you?).
strangest of the three is Hazel.
None of these dogs will ever
Slightly overweight with reddish long hair, she seems to be a make it to the Westminster.
mix of Welsh Corgi and Chow, Sometimes, they can't even
appearing almost Fox-like, espe- make it to the yard. Yet, they are
cially when she runs with her tail cared for (and spoiled rotten) just
like the grandkids. And we
flying straight out in back.
Hazel, who is literally afraid wouldn't have it any other way.
of her own shadow, has solidly
[Free-lance writer and dog
build short legs that allow her to
dig massive holes near my wife's lover Dave Altman is a part-time
hostas in less than thirty seconds. resident of Jasper. He and his
Our backyard is full of little wife Lisa live on Sassafras
bunker holes, appearing like a Mountain and are the 'parents' of
moonscape from our upstairs two intelligent and low-maintenance cats, Elsie and Blackie.]
window.
Sweet Hazel is afraid of peo-

